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LEGAL AND DISCLAIMER
The governing law for the purpose of this whitepaper is the Republic of Saint Kitts and Nevis.
This whitepaper is for information purposes only and may be subject to change without prior notice.
CHAOS does not make or purport to make, and hereby disclaims, any representation, warranty or
undertaking in any form whatsoever to any entity or person, including any representation, warranty or
undertaking in relation to the accuracy and completeness of any of the information set out in this
whitepaper. CHAOS accepts no liability for damages, whether consequential or indirectly, of any kind arising
from the use, reference, or reliance on the contents of this whitepaper.
This whitepaper may contain references to third party research, data
and industry publications. No warranty is given to the accuracy and
completeness of this third-party information. Neither the third-party
information, its inferences nor its assumptions have been independently
uncertainties associated with CHAOS, all information set out in this
whitepaper and any related terms & conditions prior to any purchase of
CHAOS.
CHAOS shall not, under any circumstances, constitute a continuing
representation or create any suggestion or implication that there has
been no change, or development reasonably likely to involve a material
statement of fact or information contained in this whitepaper since the
date hereof.
In all cases, past performance is not an indication of future results.

you may lose all or more than the amount you invest.
Cryptocurrency investing is not suitable for everyone, so please ensure
that you have fully understood the risks and legalities involved. Do not
risk more than you are able to lose. The promoter of this advertisement

commodities. No information in this whitepaper should be considered

You are not eligible to purchase any CHAOS tokens if you are a retail (nonaccredited), resident (tax or otherwise) or green card holder of the United
States of America, a citizen or resident of the Republic of Saint Kitts
and Nevis, and the rest
Caribbean Countries, citizen or resident
of Restricted Nations or State Sponsors of Terrorism that are not in
compliance with the international KYC-AML rules, or in any other
jurisdiction in which cryptocurrency trading is not permitted. No
regulatory authority has examined or approved of any of the
information set out in this whitepaper.
chaos.dart.cash

CHAOS is the native
token of the DART DAO

»

»
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The Inflation Resistant
Cashflow
To ensure that the CHAOS rewards are consistent
rewards for the token holders.
‘Hedge Rate’ automatically adjusts every quarter.

rate adjusts down.

pipelines and liquidated real estate properties.

direct human intervention due to the source of
and Digital Asset sectors.

‘Volumetric Production Agreements’. This means
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Developing The Asset Network
all token holders are appropriately protected and see rapid progress on the project.

NATURAL GAS
PRODUCTION
greatest untapped opportunities

OIL PRODUCTION

GREEN ENERGY

The project has partnered with 3

The project has partnered with
Recycle & Rescue project that

active oil wells with production
with ecofriendly technology. This
USD value of roughly $30 million

project as of March 2022.

MINING OPERATIONS

GOVERNMENT
AGREEMENTS

LIQUIDATION REAL
ESTATE
The project has entered an MOU

discussions with the governments
converted to active BTC mining
with target production rate of

liquidation and credit resolution

The pilot study for this project has

token.
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The DART DAO

party layer to monitor and
administer the transfer of tokenized real assets
and digital assets. To this

Asset holders
and Consumers can interact in a decentralized
manner with Traders and Hard Asset holders to
access a multitude of mechanisms to

DART receives technology fees on all
yield generating products. A portion of this
technology

Regulatory & Compliance
Technology
A key aspect of the DART project is to develop

decision making.
All interactions on the DART platform are
user/accreditation checks are in place. Industry

the platform.
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Tokenomics
valuation structure.

PHASE I

$0.20 USD

6.6%

PHASE II

PHASE III

$0.40 USD

200m tokens at
$0.90 USD

13.3%

26.6%

6.6%

Phase I

13.3%

Phase II

26.6%

Phase III

for Operators and Managers for the

valuation target
rewards.

on the secondary
markets.

This schedule will result in total supply
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Secondary Market & Public Pricing Support
One of the key advantages of a resource, revenue, and asset backed token like CHAOS is the clear market price

In traditional stock markets, the prevailing public share pricing has averaged a 22x multiple of annual yield of a

Market Cap*

Yield

Token Price*

Venus

$125m

0.16% - 25.36%

$10.14

Curve

$1,064m

1.76% - 14.67%

$2.28

Sushi

$418m

0.97% - 16.95%

$3.42

Gemini

$185m

8% - 12%

$0.99

$1,333m

0.50% - 8.05%

$2.42

Nexo

PHASE I

PHASE II

PHASE III

$0.90

$1.50

$2.60

Disclaimer: Note that this yield and the associated market price is purely an estimation and not a guarantee of
any

DART DAO Systems, Pvt Ltd.
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The CHAOS Reward Mechanism

If the price of the token is extremely high on public exchanges, the treasury of 200m tokens will be used to sell
the price of the token is low on the exchanges, and the native reward generation is high due to performance of
the commodity assets, the treasury uses excess rewards to purchase the token, creating an uplift in the price of

DART DAO Systems, Pvt Ltd.
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Double-Compound Effect Of CHAOS

CHAOS released as rewards has a higher value than the previous CHAOS holdings that were released on a lower

.
Note that not all exchanges support both USDC and CHAOS rewards.

Long Term Market Support & Subsequent Minting
Beyond the phased initial release of 750m total supply, additional CHAOS will be minted in Secondary
Expansions. The CHAOS Smart Contract (Available under MIT license for public review here) is designed to allow
future minting when the supply reaches its limits.
The decision to mint additional CHAOS is determined by 3 factors:
»

Exhaustion of existing supply in rewards and holdings

»

Expansion of hard assets beyond the available market supply.

»

Demand for additional liquidity on secondary markets that cannot be fulfilled by the Treasury

In the current environment, it is not expected that such a minting will be required until at least 2027. Yet, the
CHAOS Contract is designed to allow for such a possibility.

Project Audience & Restrictions
»
»
»
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Core DART Team:
Vasileios P.

Demetris P.

Akis K.

Managing Director

Marketing

Finance Advisor

Has served in critical leadership roles in multiple
industries including military, public, and private

Demetris is an accomplished businessman, digital
marketing leader and avid entrepreneur with a

Akis is a professional with over 22 yrs extensive
the International Banking Services, well known to

one of the pioneers of multiple business ventures in
Greece and Cyprus, his invaluable relationships and

Yusuf Ouda

DART Operational and Support Teams:
CA. Vinod Kr Chhabra

CA. Vishnu Dutt

Devinder Kumar

Financial Operations

Legal Operations

Financial Planning

Prasun Chaudhuri

Kumud Shekhar

K. K Khurana

Energy Assets

Due Diligence

Assets Valuer

CA. Vishnu Dutt

Naresh Bhutani

Forensic Auditor

Regulatory Compliance Specialist

FCA, LL.B, ACMA, NCLTAT Bar Association, Forensic
Auditor with 30+ years experience including Real
Estate, Manufacturing, Consulting, Oil Sector, Service
industries.

B.Com (Honours), CFA and CAIIB with 38+ years in
Banking, Credit Appraisal & Monitoring and
Compliance work.
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Project Specific Advisors and Team Leads:
The following project leads are not direct members of the DART DAO or the CHAOS project, but
rather operate independent entities that participate in the CHAOS yield generation mechanisms.

Ron Bailey

Doug Gaines

Gary Somesse

Oil Production &
Recycling

Innovation

Dr. Gavin Clarkson

Ruger Ritz

Assets

Bitcoin Production

Mr. Devinder Arora

Mantrah Law House LLP

Hard Asset Arbitrage

Insolvency Professionals

best known for his work with the NSA, DARPA,

Amzy Hibler
Natural Gas & Pipelines

Mr. R S Yadav

FCS, ACMA, M. Com, Regd Insolvency Professional (IP)
with
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